Discover the magic of Colombia
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on two wheels

MOVICH HOTELS
Movich Hotels is a Colombian hospitality
group devoted to delivering high-end
experiences for travelers while immersing
them in the local flavor and unique cultural
identity of the regions in which we operate.
DISCOVER MORE FROM US

DISCOVER
FULFILLING
CYCLING
EXPERIENCES.
RIDE WITH
MOVICH.
Discover the magic and natural beauty of
Colombia while riding on two wheels around
the most charming corners of this amazing
country.
Allow yourself to be delighted by our unique
culture while enjoying the best of personal
riding challenges, astonishing landscapes,
unique gastronomic bites and dishes,
charming cities, villages frozen in time, and
fascinating people
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Colombia is also the birthplace of
renowned cyclists worldwide.
Cycling is widely practiced as a sport
and hobby by Colombians. Only
recently have foreign travelers
discovered it as a cycling destination.

ENJOY THIS
PARADISE BY
EXPLORING ITS
REGIONAL
DIVERSITY.
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COLOMBIA AS A
CYCLING
DESTINATION
A land of outstanding variety

With diverse topography and weather,
Colombia offers cyclists a wide variety of
routes, from high-altitude mountain climbs
to rainforest routes and flatter coastal
circuits.
It doesn’t matter if you’re a pro or a
beginner, tailor-made options are
available for every cyclist.
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MEDELLÍN
ANTIOQUIA
ANTIOQUIA

Enjoy riding in one of the places with
some of the world’s most balanced routes
and beautiful weather (24°C avg).
Discover beautiful mountains, diverse
landscapes, and lush vegetation from
arrival to destination.

A MAGIC
CYCLING
CITY
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Visit unique villages and colonial towns
that will blow your mind. Admire the
architecture, while trying local delicacies
that will give you a much-needed energy
boost.

WE KNOW THE RIDES
YOU DON’T WANT TO
MISS
Our routes are designed for cyclists by cyclists.
Find a perfectly balanced plan that will fulfill your
sporting desires and satisfy your soul. Routes are
customizable depending on specific goals – we’ll
help you achieve your dreams.
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CYCLING EXPERIENCE

ON HOTEL
HOTELS
High end, comfortable, and
conveniently located.
.
BREAKFAST
Enjoy a full buffet or á-la-carte
breakfast, included with your
stay.
LAUNDRY
Complimentary laundry
service for your cycling
uniform, every day.

SPA
Give your body a rest after a
strenuous cycling journey in our
world class spa. Find special
treatments, cryotherapy, sauna, and
other services.
DEDICATED CONCIERGE
We offer a dedicated concierge for
any special requests the group might
have.

BIKE CLEANING SERVICE
Leave the mess to us - find your bike
clean and ready to go for each ride.
SAFE BIKE STORAGE
Dedicated rooms for bike storage, with
all the safety and implements for
proper care. .
EXLUSIVE VIP LOUNGE
Find a dedicated space for the group
with comfortable seating
arrangements, snacks, and TV service
for a pleasant, relaxing stay after a long
day.
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CYCLING EXPERIENCE

ON ROUTES
RIDE CAPTAIN
Our specially trained personnel
will prepare, lead and support
the group at all times.
SWAG WAGON
Support van, motorbike, and
other vehicles will
accompany the group while
on the road.
CONCIERGE ON ROAD
On-road personnel can help
with special needs and
delivery of supplies.
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
Take some of your memories
home with you.

SNACKS AND HIDRATION
ON ROAD
We’ll make sure there’s always a
fresh “caramañola” in your hand.
Energy and soft drinks, snacks
such as bananas, sandwiches, and
local energy-boosting bites, will
also be available. You’re welcome
to bring your favorite
supplements and gels on the road
as well.
.
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INSURANCE
Insurance coverage is
offered in case of any
unexpected accidents.
MASSAGES
Book your sports massage
after each ride, and feel fresh
and ready to continue
pedaling next morning.
LOCAL FLAVOR SAMPLERS
Stop by restaurants during your
ride and give yourself a taste of
the local gastronomy.

MECHANICAL SUPPORT
Experienced bike mechanics will
be available in case of required
assistance on road.

OTHER EXPERIENCE

COMPLEMENTS
ROAD BIKE TRANSFERS
Fly light. When traveling between
cities, bikes and heavy luggage will be
road-transferred overnight. Find them
ready at your next location.
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BIKE RENTAL
Don’t want to bring your bike with
you? We can arrange either a road,
mountain, or e-bike for you to
enjoy during your stay.

SHOP LOCAL
Stop by our amazing independent shopping
partners. Get yourself some beautiful clothes,
accessories, supplements, and other souvenirs,
or just get to know lovely people who are also
passionate about cycling.

EXPLORE AND TRAVEL
Special additional tourist plans are
available for all destinations. Also great
for companion
guests who will not be riding.
DISCOVER MORE

AN
UNFORGETTAB
LE EXPERIENCE
We have it all covered. Just sit back and enjoy the ride.
Focus on your goal. Focus on your journey.
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CUSTOMIZE
YOUR TRIP
Group travel? Special needs?
No need to worry. We’ll adapt your trip to
suit your specific accomodation and timing
needs.
We’ll do everything in our power to achieve
the highest level of satisfaction.

For more information :
info@movichcycling.com

Ride like a professional with Movich.

YOU FEEL LIKE A PRO.
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MOVICH
CYCLING WEEK
EXPERIENCE
MEDELLÍN
A new journey starts every week. Whether
you’re with a group or traveling solo, we
have the perfect plan for a fun, fulfilling week
for beginners and advanced cyclists alike. It’s
so easy to book your slot today.
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Will be soon publishing calendar event dates so you can reserve your space in advance.

FROM SUNDAY
TO SUNDAY
8 DAYS - 7 NIGHTS
6 DAYS RIDING
BEGINNER

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

TOTAL DISTANCE

360KM

510KM

720KM

DAILY AVG DISTANCE

60KM

90KM

120KM

TOTAL ELEVATION

4500M

6000M

10800M

DAILY AVG ELEVATION

750M

1200M

1800M

HOTEL
MOVICH
LAS
LOMAS
Medellin - Rionegro
Medellín - Rionegro
Movich Las Lomas is widely known among amateur and professional cyclists
riding in the Oriente Atioqueño.
Situated at 2,200 m. (7,200 ft.) above sea level, our location is perfect for daily
rides and climbs, with routes starting and ending at the hotel.
Just five minutes away from José María Córdova International Airport, Movich
Las Lomas is an ideal destination for social and corporate events and for a
night’s rest.

RESTAURANTS SWIMMING
POOL

KÚA SPA

GYM

OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES

<
Enjoy our world class spa
after riding
Balance your body, mind,
and spirit and achieve
wellness at the end of
your cycling day.
Kua Spa is an experience that
maximizes wellness with a threestep procedure:
Detoxification
Relaxation
Re-energization
We aim to rebalance every guest,
using the four elements of nature
to harmonize body, mind, and spirit
Located in Movich Las Lomas
@kua_spa

Located in: Movich Las Lomas
@kua_spa

OUR OTHER
PROPERTIES

DISCOVER MORE FROM US

CARTAGENA
Hotel Movich Cartagena de Indias
One of the best options in the Historic Center,
with amazing views of the spectacular city.

ALYZIA
SWIMMING
ROOFTOP
RESTAURANT WITH 360º VIEW
POOL

SPA

MEDELLÍN

Hotel InterContinental Medellín
An icon of the Antioquia region perfect for events. Be the first to
tell your friends about this hidden gem.

3 RESTAURANTS

BARI BAR

SWIMMING
POOL

SPA

GYM

BOGOTÁ
Hotel Movich Buró 26
A business hotel that makes your life easier while staying in Bogotá.
Close proximity to El Dorado International Airport.
.

RESTAURANT

BAR

SPA

GYM

BOGOTÁ
Hotel Movich Chicó 97
Miss hearing “Good night” and “How was your day?” while away on
business? The warm hospitality at Movich Chicó 97 will remind you
of home.

RESTAURANT

TERRACE

GYM

PEREIRA
Hotel Movich Pereira
Enjoy a world class service experience with all the well-blended
flavors of this famous coffee region.

RESTAURANT TIPSY BIRD SWIMMING
BAR
POOL

SPA

GYM

BARRANQUILLA
Hotel Movich Buró 51
The best hotel in Barranquilla: Ideal location, beautiful design, peerless
gastronomy, and perfect relaxation. Great for events and social meetings.

RESTAURANT

BAR

SWIMMING
POOL

SPA

GYM

CALI
Hotel Movich Casa del Alférez
The only boutique hotel in the city with a comprehensive concierge service
that will address your every need during your stay.

RESTAURANT

TERRACE
BAR

GYM

RIONEGRO
Hotel Movich Las Lomas
The closest hotel to the José María Córdova airport. An ideal place
for social and corporate events as well as to enjoy the best rest.

RESTAURANTS SWIMMING
POOL

KÚA SPA

GYM

OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES

WE’RE WAITING FOR YOU.
WITH US AND ENJOY COLOMBIA
For more information contact

info@movichcycling.com
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